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Operator's Manual for Mortar, 81-mm, M29A1, (1015-00-999-7794). 1988 developed from the
highly successful french brandt mortar in 1935 the american m1 mortar is an 81mm weapon during
wwii the m1 was supplied to every u s infantry battalion and was also mounted on the m3 half track
producing a rate of fire of eighteen rounds per minute with a muzzle velocity of 700 feet per second the
m1 could launch rounds up to 1 9 miles ammunition included both heavy and light explosive rounds
smoke illumination and phosphorus incendiary rounds the weapon was typically serviced by a crew of
7 8 personnel including a squad leader gunner assistant gunner and ammunition bearers the one
drawback of the m1 was that the tube mount and base plate weighed roughly 136 pounds starting in
1951 it was replaced by the considerably lighter m29 mortar produced in 1943 by the war
department this restricted field manual was standard issue for m1 mortar crews it includes sections
on maintenance and care as well as information on the training of crew members this includes chapters
on the use of fire control instruments and sights marksmanship and adjustment of fire and advice for
instructors this manual has been reproduced in its entirety with care taken to preserve the integrity
of the text
81-MM Mortar M1 2022-05-20 a history of these versatile vehicles with photos and useful
information for modelers among the most successful armored vehicles produced by american industry
known as the arsenal of democracy during the second world war were the m2 and m3 half tracks they
served on every battlefront and were as recognizable as other famous american wartime vehicles like
the sherman and the jeep and around 40 000 were produced between 1941 and 1945 they were easy to
assemble operate and maintain and their versatility allowed them to fulfill a variety of purposes this
volume traces the design development and manufacturing history of the m2 m3 and describes its
operational role within the allied armies a selection of archive photographs showing the m2 m3 in
action gives a graphic impression of how adaptable these vehicles were and records the range of
equipment they could carry the book is also an excellent source for the modeler providing details of
available kits together with specially commissioned color profiles demonstrating how the m2 m3 used
by different units and armies appeared
Field Manual 1980 battle hardened an infantry officer s harrowing journey from d day to ve day tells
the story of an american soldier s growth from a 2nd lieutenant eager to prove his worth in battle
to a skilled and resolute commander over the course of the northern european campaign craig chapman
delves deep into the personal recollections and mental state of bill champman as he fought against
the nazis enduring frontline combat and witnessing horror on a massive scale lieutenant chapman
maintains his sanity by isolating his emotions from the chaos of the battlefield and the young officer
turns into a hard edged warrior who dispassionately orders men to risk their lives yet still manages
to hold onto his humanity
Special Forces Commander's Manual for MOS 11C (SQI S). 1980 during the arduous campaigns in
theatres of war from the pacific to north west europe american infantry weapons played a key role in
the eventual victory over the axis forces in so doing they earned a special reputation for ruggedness
and reliability in addition to being used by us ground forces they were widely adopted by other allied
nations expert author michael green puts the full range of small arms be they rifles submachine guns
shotguns pistols machine guns as well as mortars anti tank weapons and close infantry support
artillery under the microscope many names such as the browning automatic rifle bar and the
incomparable semi automatic garand will be well known whereas others the johnson rifle and reising
smg are not the typically informative text completes the wide range of photographic images
Special Forces Soldier's Manual for MOS 11C (SQI S). 1980 the new york times bestselling official
companion book to the emmy award winning hbo miniseries between america s retreat from china in late
november 1941 and the moment general macarthur s airplane touched down on the japanese mainland in
august of 1945 five men connected by happenstance fought the key battles of the war against japan
from the debacle in bataan to the miracle at midway and the relentless vortex of guadalcanal their
solemn oaths to their country later led one to the great marianas turkey shoot and the others to
the coral strongholds of peleliu the black terraces of iwo jima and the killing fields of okinawa until
at last the survivors enjoyed a triumphant yet uneasy return home in the pacific hugh ambrose focuses
on the real life stories of five men who put their lives on the line for our country to deepen the story
revealed in the hbo miniseries and go beyond it the book dares to chart a great ocean of enmity known
as the pacific and the brave men who fought
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Research Report 1983 war by numbers assesses the nature of conventional warfare through the
analysis of historical combat christopher a lawrence establishes what we know about conventional
combat and why we know it by demonstrating the impact a variety of factors have on combat he
moves such analysis beyond the work of carl von clausewitz and into modern data and interpretation
using vast data sets lawrence examines force ratios the human factor in case studies from world
war ii and beyond the combat value of superior situational awareness and the effects of dispersion
among other elements lawrence challenges existing interpretations of conventional warfare and
shows how such combat should be conducted in the future simultaneously broadening our
understanding of what it means to fight wars by the numbers
M2/M3 2019-02-28 within hours of the strike against pearl harbor the u s military sprang into
action to implement a contingency plan previously drawn up to protect the coast against a full
scale german invasion or incursions by nazi espionage agents and saboteurs the war department placed
the 26th yankee division yd under the jurisdiction of the 1st coast artillery district a subdivision of
the u s army coast artillery corps military leaders charged the division with securing the coast of
new england and long island later expanding its area to include the entire eastern seaboard focusing
primarily on the unit s work in home defense from january 1942 through november 1943 this history
begins with prewar activation and training and recounts in detail the two highly publicized incidents of
saboteurs coming ashore in june 1942 also included are reports of u boat sightings and encounters
with subversive agents by veterans of the yd while on patrol firsthand accounts by members of the
division provide a look at day to day operations appendices contain a number of previously
unpublished historical documents many period photographs complete this history of a previously
undocumented chapter of world war ii history
Infantry 1974 numerous wheeled armoured fighting vehicles have seen service in the us armed forces on
and off for over 80 years there have been various changes of policy and twice after the second world
war and vietnam they went out of favour but their use is now well established this well researched
and superbly illustrated book describes all the different types and variants since the first m1 was
ordered in 1931 the m8 armoured car was widely used during world war two but it was not until
vietnam that further wheeled afvs came into service notably the m706 armoured car after a lull the
us marine corps adopted the light armoured vehicle lav in 1983 the us army first used armoured
humvees in 1994 and variants remain in service m1141 and m1116 other types today include the
guardian m1117 and the army version of the lav names the stryker to meet the operational
requirements of iraq and afghanistan the mine resistant ambush protected vehicle mrap was ordered in
bulk from 2007
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